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Abstract 
 

Consciousness and loss of consciousness is something we encounter in our everyday lives. Despite 

its commonplace in everyday life, scientist are still trying to understand and find reliable markers 

for it. In this work we use a data-driven K-means clustering approach to uncover the different 

functional patterns associated with different consciousness levels.We pursue this study using a 

high resolution optogenetic voltage image of the mouse brain waking up from anesthesia.The main 

questions we addressed in this study are: Can we identify signatures of conscious and 

unconsciousness from functional connectivity patterns? What is the nature of the different patterns 

that correspond to wakefulness and anesthesia? What is the nature of dynamics between these 

functional patterns in wakfulness and anesthesia? How does the anatomical connectivy support the 

observed functional patterns in wakefulness and anesthesia? Our results show that during 

anesthesia, the brain is characterized by a single dominant brain pattern with short range 

connections. Furthermore, we observed from our results that during anaesthesia the brain is 

characterized by minimal temporal exploration of the different brain configurations. Conversely, 

in awake state we observed the opposite. The brain pattern with long range connections are 

frequent in wakefulness. In addition, wakefulness is characterized by somewhat frequent temporal 

exploration of brain states. Our results show that analysis of functional connectivity patterns can 

be a useful tool for identifying specific and generalizable fingerprints of wakefulness and 

anaesthesia. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Consciousness and loss of consciousness is encountered every day in our lives. Consciousness is 

partially lost during sleep and regained during wakefulness. In some instances unconsciousness is 

induced temporarily for surgical purposes and also as a result of brain injury (Demertzi et al., 2019).  

These changes  in consciousness levels usually affect brain functions and subsequently human 

behaviour. Despite its commonplace in everyday life, scientist are still grappling with 

understanding and finding reliable markers for the presence and absence of consciousness (Stern, 

2017). In this work investigate the signatutres of consciousness by using a very high resolution 

dataset from the mouse brain as it moves from anesthesia to awake state. We postulate  that the 

the functional connectivity patterns (dynamical interaction of different cortical regions) can serve 

as a reliable fingerprint of consciousness. Furthermore, it is our aim to investiage how the 

underlying structural network (fiber projections between cortical areas) support the dynamics of 

the brain and how the structural eigenmodes are activated differently depending on the 

consciousness state of the brain.  

We pursue this study by using a graph-theoretical approach to model the connection between the 

various brain regions and dynamics between the regions.  In addition, we used optogenetic voltage 

signal obtained from mouse cortex as proxy for functional dynamics for our analysis (Song et al., 

2018). This high spatio-temporal resolution data captures whole-cortex brain dynamics of 

anesthetic mice during recovery from anesthesia to wakefulness.  
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By rendering disparate brain regions as nodes and physical/dynamical connections between them 

as edges, we are able to take advantage of the powerful and advanced tools in graph theory (e.g. 

eigen decomposition (Atasoy et al., 2017, 2016) and statistics (e.g K-means clustering (Demertzi 

et al., 2019) to study its structural properties, dynamics and its integrative functioning. Using the 

tools of network science and statistical physics, new questions can be asked and various hypotheses 

can be tested. For example, application of theoretical analysis to brain network has revealed 

properties such as high clustering, modularity (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013), short path 

length (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009), “small-worldness” (Bassett and Bullmore, 2017; He et al., 

2007) and hierarchical organization (Chaudhuri et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2006), 

which are critical for efficient information processing. 

A number of studies exist that investigated signatures of consciousness (Barttfeld et al., 2015; 

Demertzi et al., 2019). However, all these studies used fMRI (functional Maganetic Resonance 

Imaging) which is an indirect measure of brain activity. In addition, it has a very slow times scale 

(dynamical process 3s-5s, sampling ~1s) (Baars and Gage, 2013; Glover, 2011). In the present 

work, we  pursue analysis of the signatures of consciousness in line with the aforementioned 

studies using a high resolution dataset (temporal resolution ~150ms) (Song et al., 2018)- optogenic 

voltage imaging signal which we believe captures brain function very well compared to fMRI used 

in previous studies. Furthermore, we hope to even take the results further by showing that 

eigenmodes of the underlying structural network form the basis of the observed functional 

connectivity patterns. We hypothesize that functional connectivity is characterized differently in 

anesthesia and awake state and the characterization is supported by the eigenmodes of the 

structural network. By our results we hope to test our hypothesis and posit that dynamic pattern of 
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fMRI signals in different conscious state actually arises from different activations of the 

eigenmodes of the underlying structural network. Therefore, with our high resolution dataset, we 

hope to corroborate the findings of previous studies and also uncover details that were missed as 

a result of the limited resolution of the fMRI dataset used in those works in addition to explaining 

the emergence of the different functional patterns from the underlying eignemodes. 

1.2 Brain as a large-scale network 

The mamaillian brain is a very complex dynamical system consisting of about 1012 neurons with 

1015 synapses. Trying to study how the brain function from the neuronal and synaptic level is 

highly non-trivial due to the sheer number of elements involved depending on what scale (neural, 

voxel, regional level, etc.) one wants to perform the analysis. Thanksfully, clever approaches have 

been introduced to make the analysis of brian dynamics less formidable. One such approach is the 

use of graph theory to model connections and interactions between brain regions as a large-scale 

network. This paradigm allows us to leverage the andvanced and powerful tools of  physics and 

statistics to study the brain. The resulting  netoworks obtained by modelling the brain with graph-

theoretical methods can be broadly viewed from two perspectives; 1) anatomical/structural 

connectivity network and 2) functional connectivity network. In the following sections we will 

discuss and elucidate the difference between structural and functional connectivity and available 

modalities for inferring them. 
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1.2.1 Structural Connectivity 

The structural network of the brain refers to the physical connections between various brain 

regions via the white matter tracts (bundles of axons). The structural configuration of the brain 

network spans neuronal interconnections up to regional interconnections (Bullmore and Sporns, 

2009). Mapping connections between neurons is a formidable challenge, due to the sheer number 

of neurons in the human brain. Therefore, nodes (regions) in the structural network is usually 

obtained by parcellating the cerebral cortex, where each node is made up of populations of 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Arslan et al., 2018). Although the complexity of the internal 

structure of the brain areas differs, they are usually conveniently treated as uniform nodes in 

network modeling research for the ease of analysis (Bressler and Menon, 2010) 

 

Figure 1. Processes involved in extracting brain’s structural network (Hagmann et al., 2008). The 

first step involves acquisition of high resolution image (T1 weighted). The arrow leading to 2 

points to the node definition step where the cortex is parcellated into subregions based on 

cytoarchitectonic information or anatomical landmarks. The arrow leading to 4 is the link 
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inferences step where diffusion tensor imaing (DTI) methods are used to identify the white matter 

connections between the parcellated regions in 5. 

Traditional percellation schemes used for demarcating the brain into regions are based on 

cytoarchitectonic information (e.g. Brodmann atlas), and anatomical landmarks (e.g. Montreal 

Neurological Institute atlas) (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). Other methods are based on random  

and connectivity-driven parcellation (Arslan et al., 2018), automated parcellation of single subject 

MRI image, or high-resolution parcellation into regions of interest (ROIs) with arbitrary 

granularity (Honey et al., 2009). Figure 1 shows the brain area definition in some of the above 

mentioned parcellation modalities. The edges in the anatomical network are the physical 

connections (bundles of axons, white matter tracts) between the parcellated regions.  

A few  modalities exist for determining the structural links between brain areas. In animals, the 

usual practice is to uncover structural connections by injecting tracers into the cortex and tracing 

the path taken by these tracers. The tracer injection technique has been used to map the structural 

links in the macaque brain. The aforementioned method has a very high resolution but limited to 

animals or specific clinical conditions due to their invasiveness. In humans however, noninvasive 

methods based on diffusion MRI are often used. Most popular techniques include diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI) and diffusion spectral imaging (DSI). DTI infers axonal connections by examining 

the anisotropic diffusion of water molecules along the white matter bundles (Thomas et al., 2014). 

One of the limitations of DTI is the difficulty of detecting cross fiber bundles. This challenge  can 

be partitially overcome by DSI by reconstructing multiple diffusion direction in each voxel 

(Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). 
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Figure 2. Modalities used in measuring the brain's functional activity. (Top) (Figure adapted from 

(Edelman et al., 2015)). (Bottom) An illustration of steps involved in extracting both structural and 

functional connectivity networks (Figure adapted from Bullmore and Sporns, 2009) 

 

1.2.2 Functional Connectivity 

Contrary to anatomical connectivity, functional connectivity (FC) is a statistical concept that 

measures the statistical dependences of brain activity between distributed and disparate brain 

regions with or without direct fiber connections. Numerous modalities exit for inferring FC. Some 

examples are functional MRI (fMRI), positron emission tomography, single-photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT), electroencephalography, magnetoencephalography (MEG), 

electrocorticography, functional near-infrared spectroscopy, laser speckle imaging , and 

photoacoustic tomography (Baars and Gage, 2013). Figure 3  illustrates some of the 

aforementioned modalities and their spatial and temporal scales. fMRI is by far the most widely 
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used because it provides a good compromise between spatial and temporal resolution. Figure 3 

shows how fMRI compares with other modalities in terms of spatial and temporal resolution. 

However, fMRI measures brain activity indirectly using blood oxygenation level-dependent 

(BOLD) contrast technique (Soares et al., 2016). 

The node definition methods discussed under section 1.1.2 are also applicable to the network 

modeling of the brain functional network. Usually, measured activity of voxels within a brain area 

is averaged and assigned to the area. Here, brain activity correlation is used as measure of 

connectivity between the brain regions. 

 

Figure 3. Spatial and temporal resolution for brain network modalities. Some of the modalities 

have high temporal resolution but low spatial resolution (EEG & MEG). Single unit recording and 

patch clamp have high temporal and spatial resolution but they are invasive methods and therefore 

cannot be used on humans. They also have limited coverage. Among the non-invasive methods, 
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fMRI provide a good compromise between spatio and temporal resolution. fMRI can also obtain 

large-scale whole-brain coverage.  (Figure from Baars and Gage, 2013) 

1.3 Understanding consciousness using brain (functional) networks 

Studies on understanding and finding reliable markers of consciousness and anesthesia is not new. 

A number of researches exist that investigated the characteristics of consciousness using fMRI 

signal associated with differente sleep stages (Chow et al., 2013; Demertzi et al., 2019; 

Tagliazucchi et al., 2016). In addition loss of consciousness induced by pharmacologically means 

both in humans and animals have also been extensively invesitaged (Amico et al., 2014; Barttfeld 

et al., 2015; Demertzi et al., 2019). The results of all thesse studies concluded that anestheisia is 

characterized by the disruption of cortical long-range connections both spatially and temporally. 

Other characteristics uncovered by these studies includes disappearance of anticorrelated cortical 

networks and minimal functional repertoire. Furthermore, the results of the aforementioned studies 

found that brain dynamic explorations, namely the transiton among different dynamics states, are 

usually restricted to specific functional patterns that traces the underlying structural connectomme. 

Conversely, their findings show that wakefulness is characterized by strong long-distance 

interactions and global integration between brain regions as well a rich  repertoire of functional 

brain configurations that deviates from the anatomical connectivity. 

All the above studies share something in common. They were all based on either  physiological 

and pharmacological unresponsiveness. Therefore, in a recent work (Demertzi et al., 2019) 

investigagted signatures of unconsciousness resulting from brain injury. Their main objective was 

to investigate whether the dynamics of brain-wide coordination could provide insights in the form 
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of transient connectivity patterns that generalizes between different forms of unconsciousness in 

pathological brain. Their results were somewhat in line with the previous works, i.e.,  dynamic 

patterns of coordinated and anticoordinated fMRI signals characterizes loss of consciousness.  

In pursuing their objective, (Demertzi et al., 2019b) used fMRI data from 159 subjects diagnosed 

to be in a vegetative state and minimally conscious state (MCS)  scanned under sedation free, or 

under anesthesia with propofol.They extracted fMRI times series signal from defined ROIs and 

then estimated the dynamic coordination between nonoverlapping regions of interest (ROIs) by 

means of phase synchronization.They then partitioned the phase-based coherence observations 

using  a data-driven approach (k-means clustering), which  resulted into a discrete set of brain-

wide coordination patterns. Their results is summarized in Figure 4 below.  

 

Figure 4. Consciousness level as reflected by brain functional patterns. A) Four patterns  that 

concurrently emerges from the data-driven analysis using phase-based coherence matrices. 
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Patterns 1 shows positive and negative long-range cohernence between different brain regions. 

This is the functional pattern that is prevalent in the healthy controls (HC) (i.e. wake brain). 

Patterns 4 crorresponds to functional patterns from patients with unresponsive wakeful syndrome 

(UWS). Pattern 2 and 3 are the functional patterns that are equally probable in all the patients. B) 

A depiction of the likelihood of the different patterns in each group. 

In the present work our main objectives are to corroborate the results of  (Demertzi et al., 2019b) 

by using higher resolution data and take it further by investigating how that the dynamic patterns 

in different conscious state relate to the activations of the eigenmodes of the underlying structural 

network. Therefore, with our high resolution dataset, we hope to corroborate the findings of 

previous studies and also uncover details that were missed as a result of the limited temporal 

resolution of the fMRI dataset used in those works in addition to explaining the emergence of the 

different functional patterns from the underlying eignemodes. 

 

1.4 Open questions 

Despite being prevalent in everyday life, finding reliable markers for the presence and absence of 

consciousness (Stern, 2017) is formidable challenge and is receving growing research attention. 

Earlier researchers have found that brain state can be determined from the functional patterns (i.e. 

we can differentiate anesthetic and awake brain just by studying the functional connectivity 

patterns) (Barttfeld et al., 2015; Demertzi et al., 2019b). Almost all the existing work on 

consciousness used fMRI data which have somewhat limited temporal resolution compared to 

optogenetic voltage imaging methods. fMRI’s temporal resolution is limited by hemodynamic 
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response time; BOLD response typically has a width of ~3s and peaks within ~5–6s after the onset 

of neural stimuli (Baars and Gage, 2013; Glover, 2011). This is very slow compared to the 

underlying neural processes and is therefore unable to capture all the details of brain 

activity.Voltage imaging on the other hand has a temporal resolution of  about 150 ms (Akemann 

et al., 2012; Song et al., 2018). This is fast enough to capture important detail of neural activity. 

Therefore to contribute to the understanding of consciousness,we use our high resolution dataset 

of mouse brain obtained using optogenics voltage image to investigate the signatures of 

consciousness. The main question we hope addressed are as follows. Can we identify signatures 

of conscious and unconsciousness from functional connectivity patterns? What is the nature 

of the different patterns that correspond to wakefulness and anesthesia? What is the nature 

of dynamic exploration between these functional patterns in awake state and in anesthesia? 

How does the anatomical connectivity supports the observed functional patterns in 

wakefulness and anesthesia? Addressing  such questions will deepen our understanding of 

consciousness and may have important consequences for clinical purposes. 
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1.5 Organization of this thesis 

The remaining chapters of this dessertaion is organized as follows. In Chapter  2, we will review 

the methods and datasets used in this study. We will discuss how the eigenmode framework fits 

into the brain studies and how the connectome modes can be linked with the functional dynamics 

of the brain. We will also discuss how data driven K-means clustering approach is used to obtained 

the clusters corresponding to the different brain states. The findings of this study are presented in 

Chapter 3. Here we will show which brain functional patterns are prevalent in the different brain 

states and how the patterns change when the brain transitions from anesthesia to wakefulness. We 

conclude this work in Chapter 4 by providing a brief discussion on our findings and highlight other 

topics that can be further studied  to strengthen our findings. 
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Chapter 2 Data and Methods 

In this Chapter, a description of the  methods and datasets used for this study is given. 

2.1 Dataset 

2.1.1 Mice Optogenetic voltage image dataset 

This dataset is provided by a collaborator, Professor Thomas Knopfel at Imperial College London. 

This data captures the high spatio-temporal resolution, whole-cortex brain dynamics of anesthetic 

mice during recovery from anesthesia to wakefulness. The methods used in acquiring this dataset 

is described in detail in (Shimaoka et al., 2017, Song et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2019). 

The voltage imaging was acquired following procedures described in (Akemann et al., 2012). In a 

nutshel, a transgenic mice with genetically encoded voltage indicator (GEVI) chimeric VSFP 

Butterfly (Song et al., 2018) in pyramidal neurons of the mouse cortex is used.This causes the mice 

to express  (GEVI) chimeric VSFP Butterfly in the neurons.Both donor and acceptor fluorescent 

proteins are used and they change when the membrane becomes depolarize. The ratio of acceptor- 

and donor fluorescence is used as a measure of membrane voltage changes (Liu et al., 2019). This 

imaging approach enables optical access and signal detection for the upper cortical  cortical layers.   

All mice used for this study were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium. A head post and thinned 

skull cranial window is created over the dorsal part of one hemisphere or both hemispheres (Figure 

5) and then the ratiometric signals resulting from changes of fluorescence intensity is then captured 

with camera whilst the mice is undergoing transition from anesthesia to wakefulness.  

The image acquisition is done using a dual emission widefield epifluorescence macroscope fitted 

with two CMOS cameras which has been synchronized.These cameras  uses  high power halogen 
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lamps to excite the fluorescene. The imaged voltage signals were calculated using the ratio 

between the acceptor and donor fluorescence obtained with the two cameras (Liu et al., 2019). The 

voltage signals contaminated by blood volume and oxygenation changes is minimized by signal 

gain (Liu et al., 2019, Akemann et al., 2012). 

The voltage imaging datasets were obtained at 150 Hz frame rate with whole cortex field of view. 

Different trials of 180s duration were performed as the mice gradually returned from 40 mg/kg 

pentobarbital sodium sedation to wakefulness. The optical system used has a spatial resolution of 

66 x 66 µm/pixel. This enables activities of approximately 400 neurons to be captured. This 

approximation is obtained from the  neuron density estimation in a 1 mm mice cortical thickness 

(Liu et al., 2019, Keller et al., 2018)). 

The mouse heart rate and whisker movement were used a proxy to measure the consciousness level 

(Lecci et al. 2017). A brain state that is characterized by absolutely no spontaneous limb 

movements, no whisker movements and heart rate below 9 Hz is classificed as “anesthesia”. On 

the other hand, brain state characterized by occasional body and whisker movements is classified 

as awake state.  
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Figure 5. Mouse brain imaging setup (Song et al., 2018). A mouse with head-fixed and cranial 

window implanted. A dual-channel widefield mesoscopic optical voltage imaging system is the 

used for whole-corterx  monitoring of neuronal ensemble voltage activity. 

The recorded signals reflect spontaneous changes in voltage activity of the pyramidal neuron 

population in the different consciousness levels.  

 

2.1.2 Structural Connectivity and Allen Atlas 

Our analysis was based on the mouse structural network from Allen brain institute (Oh et al., 2014) 

as shown in Figure 6. As described in the paper, 469 experiments were performed, by injecting 

fluorescent proteins into different regions of the right hemisphere of mice. The fluorescent strength 

was measured in 295x2 non-overlapping target regions on both left and right hemispheres. To 

exclude false positives, the regions were merged into 213x2 regions. The final matrix contains 

both connection weights and their corresponding p values among 213x2 regions, as shown in 

Figure 6. The fluorescence strength was used a measure of weighted connectivity between the 

source and target of the fluorescent proteins. This experiment was done for only left hemisphere. 

We therefore assume symmetry and used the same connectivity matrix for the right hemisphere to 

obtain the connectivity of the whole brain. . It is important to note that the 213x2 regions of the 

brain include subcortical regions. The whole-cortex imaging data covered 46 cortical regions, and 

thus only the 46 sub-dimensions of the eigenvectors corresponding to cortical areas will be used 

in Eq. (5) 
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Figure 6. Mouse Connectome (Oh et al., 2014). The within-hemisphere (left) and inter-hemisphere 

(right) connectivity matrix (213 rows, 213x2 columns), with connectivity strengths indicated by 

the colors and p-values depicted as an overlaid opacity 

2.1.3 Data preprocessing  and analysis methods 

The methods used to extract the voltage signal from fluorescence signals is explain in (Akemann 

et al., 2013; Shimaoka et al., 2017). We optimizesd the parameter of the digital filters  to remove  

noise data as much as possible while preserving the high spatial-temporal resolution. In processing 

all the datasets, we used 0.5 Hz high-pass filter for temporal filtering to enhance signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) and detrending. We filtered out recording periods with large voltage signal  

fluctuations (i.e amplitude > mean +3 std) since  were deemed those as movement artificacts.  
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2.1.4 Dynamical Connectivity Analysis 

Functional connectivity matrices: The entire recording duration of the mouse brain activity as it 

transitions from anesthesia to awake (12 minutes) was devided to 2 seconds time window.As 

discussed above, 46 cortical regions from the Allen atlas is used our analysis. To obtain the 

fuctional connectivity, we registered the imaged areas on to the 46 areas in the Allen reference 

atlas. Thus each of the 46 areas correspond to a functional region. We then averaged the pixels 

within each area (node) and estimated the correlation between each node 𝑖 and 𝑗 for each segment 

𝑠  to obtaind the functional correlation matrix of 𝐶!"(𝑠) . This resulted in a 3D matrix C of 

46 × 46 × 288. Subsequent analysis was then performed on this matrix. 

K-means clustering to obtaind brain states: To study the nature of the recurring functional 

patterns we used k-means clusting algorithm (Barttfeld et al., 2015; Demertzi et al., 2019) 

implemented in Matlab on 𝐶!"(𝑠). We run the k-means algorithm on 𝐶!"(𝑠) with different number 

of clusters from 3 to 7. However, we realized regardless of the number clusters used, three patterns 

seems to be dominating , thus we settled on k = 3 for our analsysis. 

Similarity score and probability of each state: We computed a measure of similarity between each 

of the centroid obtained from the k-means clustering and the anatomical network to study the 

dependence of brain dynamics on the structure. This was obtained by computing the Euclidean 

distance between each centroid and the anatomical connectivity network. We reshaped the 

matrices for the centroids and the structural network into a vector before applying computing their 

Euclidean distance. We then ranked the centroids (brain states) in acending of similarity with the 

anatomical network. 
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Probabillity of occurrence of functional patterns: To quantify the probability of occurrence of 

each cluster 𝑖, we counted the number of functional pattaerns that falls under each cluster and 

divided it by the total number of patterns 𝑁(288) for the entire recording duration. This relation 

is shown below: 

𝑃! =
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙	𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛	𝑖𝑛	𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑖

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠  

 

2.1.5 Eigenmode Analysis 

Here we use a mathematical framework, eigendecomposition of the discrete graph Laplacian of 

the structural network to study how the structural eigenmodes underlie the spatiotemporal patterns 

of cortex oscillatory activity in awake and anesthesia states. We treated the brain as a physical 

system and therefore regards brain activity as a combinations of the system’s fundamental modes.  

Since the structural network is weighted, the following adjacency matrix results. 

 𝐴!" = @
𝑊!" , 𝑖𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 	𝜀
0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 (1) 

We then computed the Laplacian as shown below. 

 𝐿 = 𝐷 − 𝐴 (2) 

D is diagonal matrix with entries calculated as: 
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 𝐷!! =L𝐴!"

#

!$%

 (3) 

The eigenmodes 𝜔!	, 𝑖	𝜖(1,2,∙	∙	∙, 𝑁) is obtained by solving below eigenvalue problem: 

 𝐿(𝜔!) = 𝜆!𝜔! (4) 

where is 𝜆! the eigenvalue corresponding to eigenvector 𝜔! of L. Knowing from results of (Atasoy 

et al., 2016) that resting state functional network can be reconstructed from combinations of 

eigenmodes, we represent the imaged voltage of cortical activity 𝜐 (a vector of 46 cortical regions) 

to the eigenmodes as follows: 

 𝜈(𝑡) = Ω(𝑡)𝑤 (5) 

𝛺 is a matrix with eigenvector 𝜔! 	as columns and 𝑤 is vector whose components represent relative 

contribution of each mode to the cortical activity 𝜈(𝑡). Finally, 𝑤 is computed for both awake state 

and anesthesia for comparison to study how modes are activated in both anesthestic and awake 

states.  
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Chapter 3 Results 

We conducted our analysis using mouse brain activity signals obtained using optogenetic imaging 

methods as discussed in the method section. The signal recording was done for four different mice 

however we show analysis conducted for a single mouse. We started our analysis by dividing brain 

activity signal of the mouse as it undergoes transition from anesthesia to awake into 2 seconds 

segments. We used 2 seconds because it is known that functional brain network in anesthesia and 

wakefulness may appear similar when averaged over a long period of  time due to the structural 

connectivity serving as a backbone to brain functional dynamics (Barttfeld et al., 2015). Thus, in 

total we had 288 different segments each with a duration of 2 seconds.  

 

3.1 Function Connectivity Patterns of Awake versus Anesthesia 

Using Pearson correlation, we obtained functional connection matrix for each 2 seconds segment. 

We considered the 10 leading segments  to be the period of deep anesthesia and the last 10 

segments to be the period wakefulness.Thus, we considered the first 10 seconds and the last 10 

sections in the experiment as anesthesia and awake state respectively. All segments in between are 

considered to be moderate anesthesia. We examined the obtained functional connectivity for the 

first 10 segments (which corresponds to anesthesia) and the last 10 segments which more or less 

correspond to wakefulness. The results are shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Function connectivity network for awake and anesthesitic mouse. A) This is the 

functional connectivity of the first 10 segments of the experiment.We consider this to be the time 

when the mouse is in anesthesia. It can be realized that , in this state the functional network is 

somewhat homogenouse. B) This depicts functional network of the last 10 experiments. This is 

within the period the mouse was responsive when its whisker was perturbed. Thus we used this to 

represent the awake state. It evident from the plots that in awake state, the functional connectivity 

is more localized and has diverse repertoire. 

 

It is observed that the patterns in Figure 7A are very similar to each other. However, the patterns 

in Figure 7B which corresponds to wakefulness seems to have some form of diversity and 
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variability across segments. In addition, it can be  realized that during anesthesia the brain exhibits 

more global activation (Figure 7A) while it appears more localized in wakefulness. (Figure 7B).  

 

3.2 Dominant brain patterns indentified from k-means clustering. 

Data driven K-means clustering was performed using all the 288 segments with the aim of 

uncovering the dominant brain activity functional patterns. We varied k from 3 to 7 but it was 

observed that regardless of the different K values used, three functional patterns seem to dominate 

and therefore, we decided to use K=3 for our analysis.  Figure 8 shows a plot of the centroid of the 

three identified clusters ranked from low to high according to their similarity with the structural 

network.  

 

Figure 8. Identified clusters from data-driven k-means analysis. This depicts the result 

of applying k-means clustering to all the 288 functional network obtained by 

segmenting the voltage signal into 2 seconds each. We observed that pattern 1 is seen 
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frequently in awake whilst pattern 3 is frequent in anesthesia. Pattern 1 is observed in 

both states with almost the same frequency. 

From analysis of the members of each cluster, it was observed that cluster 3 dominates in wake 

state whiles patterns 2 dominates in anesthesia. Patterns 1 are prevalent in both states. This 

observation is evident from Figure 9. The intermediary state which correspond to pattern 1 is 

divided equally among both anesthesia and awake state. It is clear from the figure that during the 

transition from anesthesia to awake, patterns 2 is the dominant pattern during the first few seconds 

and diminishes during the last few seconds of the transition. Also, it seen that pattern 1 starts very 

low in anesthesia and become very frequent during awake state. 

 

Figure 9. Prevalence of the different clusters vs consciousness level. We observe 

that pattern 2 is the most prevalent in anesthesia. However towards the awake state 
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it begins to reduce whiles at the same time pattern 3 which corresponds to 

wakefulness gradually increases. 

 

3.3 Brain patterns evolution with consciousness level 

 

To evaluate how the three identified functional patterns transitions among themselves, we plotted 

the members of the three identified clusters (Figure 10).  Each dot represents the pattern 

corresponding a 2-second segment. During the first few seconds in the sedation state, it is observed 

that the dynamic explorations is limited to a specific pattern (pattern 3) which are tied to the 

structural connectome and the brain system hardly transition to other patterns. This reflects the 

lack of exploration in  brain state corresponding to anesthesia reported by previous researches 

(Barttfeld et al., 2015; Demertzi et al., 2019b). In contrast, during the awake condition, the 

dynamical exploration is diverse and constantly switch between the three different clusters in a 

stochastic manner. 
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Figure 10. Function patterns exploration at different consciousness level. It is seen 

from the figure that, during anesthesia, the brain exploration is limited to pattern 2. 

However when the brain moves away from anesthesia to awake state, we transition 

between patterns 1,2 and 3. Thus the awake state is characterized by exploration 

between the differne functions.  

3.4 Transition between patterns in different consciousness state 

Furthermore, we quantified the transitions between the different clusters by computing the 

probability of transition between patterns (Figure 11). The transition probability was estimated as 

the proportion of each 2 segment functional patterns that was classified under each cluster. The 

results show that the transition for pattern 3 (anesthesia) to itself is higher compared to the 

transition of patterns 1 (awake) showing the lack of exploration we mentioned above. 
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Figure 11. Exploration between the identified clusters. This figure reinforces figure 10. This 

depicts the exploration between the 3 patterns identified with the k-means clustering. It is observed 

that during anesthesia, there is less exploration. About 15.6% of the time, pattern 2 transition to 

itself. When compared with awake state. It seen that pattern 3 transition to itself only 6.25% if the 

times. This implies that awake state is characterized by exploration of different patterns. 

3.5 Relationship between structural eigenmodes and brain activity 

We study how the eigenmodes support the brain dynamics by computing the structural eigenmodes 

as described in methods section. In Figure 12, we show the first four connectome modes of the mouse 

structural network. We observed that most of the modes of the mouse are largely symmetrical between 
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left and right hemisphere, however some few higher order modes exhibit asymmetry. The functional 

basis of the symmetry\asymmetry and the 2nd mode partition requires further analysis.  

 

 

Figure 12. Eigenmodes for mouse connectome. We show the first four connectome modes of mouse 

brain network. The first mode corresponds to the trivial quiescent mode. It is observed that the 2nd 

mode of mouse divides into fronto-parietal regions. We also observe from the other higher modes that 

the eigenmodes are largely symmetrical.   

Also, in Figure 13, we show that spatiotemporal oscillatory voltage activity patterns are different for 

both anesthesia and awake states. In anesthesia, the patterns look more homogenous across the brain 

regions, whereas in awake state it looks more heterogeneous.  In order to study how the various 

eigenmodes contributes to this dynamic, we used similar methods as in (Atasoy et al., 2016) and 
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represented the brain dynamics as a combination of the connectome modes. Therefore, we used 

equation (5) discussed in section 2.2.3 and obtained the weight contribution of each eigenmode shown 

in Figure 14 and Figure 15 for both anesthesia and wakefulness respectively, for 9 randomly selected 

oscillations. It is realized that in anesthesia only few eigenmodes (1 and 2) significantly influence the 

brain dynamics across all the 9 phases (Figure 14) and the observed patterns are much less complex 

(Figure 13, B). Conversely, in awake state, we observed more eigenmodes contributing to the complex 

dynamics.  

 

Figure 13.Spatiotemporal patterns of brain oscillatory activity. This was obtained by imaging the 

mouse brain as it undergoes transition from anesthesia to awake. Shown are one voltage oscillation 

cycle representing activity for awake (A) and anesthesia (B) states. The brain activity continually 

oscillates between an up and down state. For the purpose of illustration, we divided oscillation into 9 

phases. 

Furthermore, our results are corroborated by a recently published paper (Demertzi et al., 2019) which 

revealed that awake state is characterized by more functional connectivity, higher modularity and long-

distance coordination. The opposite is observed in anesthesia. This makes sense if the eigenmodes are 
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representing the brain modules and that consciousness is made possible by integration of several 

modules. In anesthesia however, the brain is basically idle and therefore low interregional dynamic 

coordination is expected. 

 

 

Figure 14. Eigenmode activation under anesthesia, for 9 examples of oscillations. The color represents 

the contribution weight of the structural modes to the dynamical patterns at a given phase of the 

oscillations. It is observed that the first two modes contribute to the dynamics most of the time. The 

mode can either inhibit or excite the dynamics. 
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Figure 15. Eigenmode activation in awake state for 9 examples of oscillations. Several different modes 

contribute to the dynamics most of the time. The color indicates weight of each mode to the dynamics. 

The mode can either inhibit or excite the dynamics 

Although in awake state the spatial patterns are more complex and quite different when compared to 

anesthesia, we observed that the compositions of the underlying modes are very similar. The rate at 

which the mode falls from the first mode to the last mode is almost the same. Figure 16 shows the 

weight contribution of each eigenmodes in both awake and anesthesia states. It is observed that the 

weight per mode is similar in both states. However, the difference between the proportion of weight 

between mode 1 and the others is not as wide in awake as in the case in anesthesia. For instance, in 

anesthesia the weight ratio between mode 1 and mode 2 is about 4 whereas it is only about 2 in awake 

state. 
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Figure 16. Connectome mode contribution in awake and anesthesia. Although it is observed that 

distributions are very similar, the contributions of many high-order modes in the awake state are 

higher than in anesthesia. (Left, Anesthesia), (Right, Awake) 
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Chapter 4 Discussion, Conclusion and Outlook 

In this thesis we studied the brain states from anesthesia and wakefulness using high 

spatiotemporal resolution voltage imaging data of mouse brain using the methods of functional 

network and eigenmodes of the underlying structural network.  

Our results show that during anesthesia, the brain is characterized by single dominant homogenous 

brain state. Furthermore, we observed from our results that during anaesthesia the brain is 

characterized by minimal temporal exploration of the different brain configurations. Conversely, 

in awake state we observed the opposite. The observe brain pattern seems to be localised. In 

addition, wakefulness is characterized by somewhat frequent temporal exploration of brain states. 

These findings corroborate the results discussed in previous findings using fMRI (Barttfeld et al., 

2015; Demertzi et al., 2019).  

In addition, our results agree with dynamical systems simulations of resting state brain activity 

(Deco et al., 2013, 2011; Deco and Jirsa, 2012; Dehaene and Changeux, 2005). It has been 

established from such dynamical systems simulations that, functional patterns corresponding to 

anaesthesia is characterized by low segregation between brain areas and that brain configuration 

in such states traces the anatomical network connectivity. Also, the dynamical system simulations 

reveal the wakefulness is characterized by a diversity of states that is usually under constant 

explorations. 

Furthermore, our findings corroborate with several propositions relating to consciousness, sleep 

and anaesthesia, (Casali et al., 2013; Dehaene and Changeux, 2011; Oizumi et al., 2014). These 

theories posit consciousness is characterized by distributed functional networks and that loss of 
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consciousness is characterized by modification of these network patterns (Alkire et al., 2008; 

Dehaene and Changeux, 2011; Oizumi et al., 2014) . In addition, these theories suggest that the 

functional networks that support wakefulness display both global integration and a rich repertoire 

of heterogeneous functional states of activity (Oizumi et al., 2014). Our results agree with the 

aforementioned theories and show that the brain functional patterns that characterize the 

wakefulness require a rich repertoire of configurations for efficient information by the brain. 

In conclusion, using very high-resolution voltage imaging data, we were able to show three 

dominant patterns exist during the rocovery from anesthesia to awake state. We indicated from our 

results that functional network can be used as reliable signatures of consciousness. We also showed 

that functional network corresponding to anesthetized state exhibits global activation with minimal 

exploration between the states. Wakefulness, however, is characterized by local brain activations 

and stochastic exploration between different brain states. Further we investigated the link between 

connectome modes of the structural network and brain dynamics. We showed that few lower 

modes support brain dynamics during anesthesia whereas mix of both higher and lower modes are 

recruited to support brain function in wakefulness.  

This analysis was carried using just a single mouse, future work can be carried on more mice to 

validate these results. 
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